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Abstract 
 

Cellular network technologies have evolved to support the ever-increasing 

wireless data traffic, which results from the rapidly-evolving Internet. 

Recently, the craziness of smart devices takes the mobile traffic data system 

with the quicker improvement. Through taking the high development of 

mobile traffic system, the mobile communication function makes to get 

upgrade through the core system and then elaborate the data capability 

through its systems, by making variations through calculated developing 

mobile system growth, there is restricted effect. With extra the most of the 

present double Radio Access Technology (multi- RAT) analysis has to be 

needs through both servers and then the clients, else need to be emission 

capability bottleneck issue occurred through packet ordering again. Hence 

the discussed system the SDN – depending many – RAT bandwidth 

calculated system through organised the transmission way choosing through 

Dikhstra along bat method and forwarding through Wi-Fi, LTE, then on 

another multi-RAT. Through bat methodology helps for denoting the amount 

of cost through transferring packets through user edge with other through 

calculated bandwidth.  Through the Dijkstra system helps by picking the 

random members through certain path, hence it can make utilized for 

forwarding packet of data in between the customer edge in the network. The  
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discussed SDN- depend many RAT bandwidth calculated through finite 

system that can emit the circular system, getting solving the network QoS 

needs through the User Equipment (UE) ending and enhancing the use   

through  entire network by the present network emission then the behaviours 

of the method flow by the UE.   
 

Keywords: Resource management, Software defined wireless sensor 

networking, multiple Radio Access Technology, Dijkstra with bat algorithm 

Wireless sensor networks, Bandwidth Aggregation.  

1  Introduction 
 

Through the present year, there are found the rapid improvement of smart 

devices and then the number of population count gets huge massive growth 

with the cellular network system. Applications in the mobile devices like 

video live casting then the one on one gaming has comes to get famous paths 

of entertainment as well as contains massive network bandwidth. Through 

then it must gets issued with the presence bandwidth with the cellular 

network getting not enough to satisfy the maximum bandwidth based of 

present mobile users. By getting attain through maximum band demand, the 

future gets covered through systems in cellular methods through forming 

different variations Radio Access Network (RAN) like airborne Unmanned 

Aerial vehicle(UAV) , Wi-Fi, then the present cellular networks contains 

satellites. Wi-Fi, is one of the top member, that might be hugely spread 

deployed through the private and public usages in internet through years.  

The Wi-Fi gives the quick wireless connecting channel then the less 

transmission latency, where it primarily helps the capability of traffic loading 

off through the cellular networks. More carrier network, like as china mobile, 

T&AT, Verizon, has targeted through create cellular-Wi-Fi connection 

networks through extending the wireless communication services. With the 

entire spread area of heterogeneous infrastructure gets higher with overall 

total bandwidth amount hence in the network the cellular traffic gets fine 

offloaded.  With the another hand, customers might building through various 

network connections with heterogeneous environment, else same usages with 

every present network then the calculated their bandwidth like famous smart 

phones that are generally arranged through many interfaces in network. 

Enhancing the capable traffic offloading method through the 

Heterogeneous cellular-Wi-Fi Networks (Het-Net) where it is a demanding 

system. By taking the structure needed must take overall the entire benefits 

through considering, e.g., mobility management, Quality of Service (QoS), 

traffic splitting and steering, then the failover. Previous resultant has to get 

rectified through this issue subset. The set of method in network choosing 

takes the mobile application that utilises a one RAN permits through the 

transmission of data. Thereby the hole to choosing the network issue gets out 

of the finite the option through manages network (e.g. Wi-Fi, LTE or  
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satellite) provides the customer needs and then the network problems. On the 

mobile device the algorithm that gets processed then creates the decision 

depending through the local search of the status in network. Then, these 

methods have lessened the choices through selecting the network. 

For instance, the exact Wi-Fi networks are chosen by every mobile user 

where they consist of the exact local view through the network updates, 

where it might proceed to congestion in network. By reducing the another 

finite network choosing, with [2], network choosing tasking have to  

Make through a centralized network knowledge depending through the 

global point of sudden network, like where the channel quality, leveraging 

the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm, traffic load, else the 

preference of user data flows. Thereby, taking into considering through usage 

with a one network creates through tasking by managing vertical handover 

functions, then at the time of the network interface mode modification the 

ongoing transmission will be strictly disrupted. 

Various choosing the network, network method system targeted through 

the similar usage of many RANs by rejoicing the stability and then the 

calculated bandwidth with the network mode change. Through get enhanced 

these discussed work Swarm Depending optimized traffic engineering 

through many-RAT bandwidth aggregation (MRBA) where that are 

depending through software explained network through its centralized 

execution routing then the network real time state enhanced through the 

different way routing discussions, discussed SOTE-MRBA-SDN system 

depending routing creates capable utilized of present global network state 

messages attained through the Open flow handled then it gets executed the 

finite routes approximately with the real time resultant messages through the 

link. Apart from that the discussed algorithm could be more important 

minimising the executing overhead through the handle through finishing a 

fine-grained flow equilibrium. Below are the indications and that are 

explained: similar work with many work aggregation system with SDN 

network has explained within this method 2, the discussed systems are 

elaborated with the section 3 then the live resultant through proposed are 

elaborated with the section 4 then at the resultant the closure work are 

provided through the section 5.   

 

2  Related work 

 
In this area go the calculation data calculations with the SDN paradigm 

depending through the Open flow protocol. Software explained networking 

(SDN) are to get waiting where the upcoming generation infrastructure 

network, by functioning network handle through high capability then the 

stability. With these discussed to invent data calculation through handle 

packets with SDWSNs. The findings of the data calculation started with the  



 

 

 

 

 

traditional WSNs hence huge enhancements are done through data 

calculation. With the proposed a practicable flow table calculation through 

SDN theme since the mode changing gets struggle through concrete table  

flow areas. The issues through injecting the data calculation through flow 

table points has the data calculation methods that could less table raising and 

then elaborating the enhancement time, time where the data plane are not 

consistent through the handle plane. With SDN, the amount of the each flow 

with every switch could get limited through calculation method through flow 

permit calculation system where it gets usage wild-cards through permit with 

the discussed one.  

With displaying the higher benefits with the easy network system 

management likely the new systems that can quite easy gets setting not 

through the physical handle to the network manages. Thereby, Ternary 

Content Addressable Memory (TCAM), makes crucial hardware keeping 

restrictions through maximum speed executing packet with the SDN – 

establish systems, that could be forwarding with every system through less 

restricted amount since it is quit costly then the capturing of energy are 

higher. By the easy usage TCAM resources, the discussed a restricted 

multiplexing method, where the exact set of restrictions relay through every 

node implementing with entire flow through a processing taking over and 

with various ways. Depending on various methods, these study the restriction 

keeping issues through the aim of less rule space work through the many 

single casts processing under QoS. Hence executes the finite issues combined 

by taking routing engineering then the rule below the dual previously and 

restrict many methods. 

With these discussed a flow depending system routing where it tasks 

stable routing handle through a less count in the flow permits. The 

combinational programming has been discussed in this system. Where it 

allocates the general ways to the same where it could taken with sudden 

transfers, where taking the use of network joints. For huge scale issue it gets 

harder since if it has mixed integer programming to gets execute, the 

discussed system have given a heuristic system through this.  

In [12] changing  specifier controlling method then a flow explaining 

module system. At the time of functioning, the finding system makes 

allotments logical findings by joining port through its combining where it 

adding a dual of port mingled through various links. The floe explaining 

organizing methods access a flow explanation similar to the logical finding, 

implements the floe explanation to its port through the join aggregation 

group of ports, then top up the messages through the joining aggregation port 

depends through the flow explanation. In extra thing the previous discussed 

researches have not yet held up through the finite dynamic modification 

through forwarding the way that gets top up in every network system. Hence 

there is the usage for bandwidth control point based upon the SDN and the 

method of the service calculation flow. As well as important harden through 

underlying network communication systems are the various needs of the  
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system applications with its environment. Thus extraordinary methods by 

attaining harden through Traffic Engineering (TE), where it is the behaviours 

of the network area, identifying then through controlling the transferring data 

top up into the network resources.  

 

3  Proposed Methodology 

 
Thus the SOTE-MWBA-SDN method through the service flow tasking is 

discussed by this working model. Hence the transmitted way system where 

the transmitted capability are one of the finite and could held up through the 

terms in the benefits through the present network transmitted capability then 

these method flow through User Equipment (UE) by on one conversation 

needs with the QoS with every UE, within UE the accelerating network 

transmitted capability and then enhancing the utility rate with the network 

service behaviour through Dijkstra then Bat algorithms. By this method, 

shortcoming with the present international mechanism has been compared, 

industry institute well planned could get managed then the easily searching 

system could be giving with the enhancement through the similar core 

methodologies. Thus the discussed SOTE-MRBA-SDN through the traffic 

engineering has explained within Fig.1. 

 
Figure. 1. The Proposed SOTE-MRBA-SDN with Traffic Engineering 



 

 

 

 

 

In Fig. 1 explained the SOTE-MRBA-SDN through the Traffic 

Engineering where it has many radio processing networks (e.g., the Wi-Fi 

and the LTE networks where SDN network). Thus UE managed through  

many-RAT Client (mRC) that have the huge number of the wireless network 

processing interfaces (e.g., LTE then the Wi-Fi). With the MRBA pathway 

structure, every UEs makes joints with the MRBA pathway along with Wi-

Fi, the pathway make utilizes through MRBA function by taking off the 

traffic along with the LTE then the Wi-Fi networks along with the load 

balance. Thus UE makes joint through the SDN network along the LTE 

depending station named eNBelse Wi-Fi access point (AP). Where the LTE 

depending methods have managed with SDN system along with the core in 

mobile connectivity where the Wi-Fi APs have straight directly makes in 

contact with open flow switches (OFS). Thus the open flow switches have 

been handled through the openflow controller (OFC). With in the open flow  

handler the calculated control bundle gets installed (ACB), where it finds the 

stocks then it implement flow permit through the packet routing with 

openflow modification through utilisation Dijkstra and then the Bat through 

ignoring traffic. Thus these packets have been moved towards with 

application server with the outside data network through the open flow 

switches.  

 

3.1 SDN-Multi-RAT Model  
 

SDN are the computer networking method where it permits the network 

controlling towards control network individually along abstraction through 

the less-level system. Various through the splitting MAC educating then the 

info transferring switches with the traditional network of the data, thus SDN 

switches have been one of the important one for forwarding of the data. Thus 

the handle system has decoupled through its switches then it gets forwarded 

through the centralized SDN handler. Where these switches have been 

handled through SDN handler through the path gets predefined 

communication system external Flow (external Networking start-up, 2014), 

hence it is generally named OpenFlow switches (OFSs) then OpenFlow 

controller (OFC), accordingly, This method creates the high in network 

estimated, variable handler and adaptable. By these benefits induces us to 

make joints SDN through multi-RAT bandwidth calculation. Through 

centralized open flow handler, multi – RAT gets filled stabilizing defects that 

could get managed approximately. The user equipment's (UE's) system flow 

that could makes enable through single network interface with other similarly 

with load in the network. Hence, along with these switching system network, 

the UE data that could be withstand; where the permit have not struggle in 

between at the time of given. By this method named multi-RAT bandwidth 

aggregation (MRBA). With the MRBA, thus the UE have to get needed by 

inducing a multi-RAT client (MRC) gets tackled both the Wi-Fi and the LTE  
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interface network, In UEs the application services have been processed that 

need not get changed through discussed method. Thus the MRC gives a not 

defined radio network interfaces through the IP stage that host the accessing, 

like the system gets in mingle that have not yet issued where the switched the  

links of radio ( e.g. in between the Wi-Fi and the LTE ). Thus the open flow 

has been handled that gets permitted through Aggregation control Bundle 

(ACB) through managing many RAT calculated bandwidth. Elaboration 

through the ACB and the MRC have explained with the below section 

depending with the previous work. 

Multi-RAT client: It is a client-area software injected through the UE 

managed through both Wi-Fi and LTE network method. With the network 

area, multi-RAT systems get permitted through OFC by explaining through 

upcoming sub section. Where the UE primarily makes in contact through the 

network, forwarding through the various wireless depending stations (e.g. 

Wi-Fi AP and LTE eNB) else by finding the network congestion, the MRC 

makes in contact through the Open flow handler by explain Dijikstra and 

then the BAT method through congestion engineering through holding the 

network congestion. 

 

 

3.2 Dijikstra and BAT (DB) Algorithm for Routing Path Detection 
 

By this area, hybrid method stage have been created through make 

utilizing Multi-RAT by permit many professionally network through 

forwarding a massive calculating the traffic. Hence, by this work depends by 

limiting network lagging then the value through transmitting packets along 

the network. The discussed method have been attained through search lesser 

way through the targets between the sender node to its receiver node through 

the bat algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm by transferring packets through 

the good traffic density then the less network lagging.  

With the discussed method, induced the SDN network through a 

topological representation G(V,E), where V are the set of changing with the 

node network, then E has the set through mode changing through the joints 

of switches. Through the primary search the lesser way (SP) where the 

sender node, then at the targeted node through the Dijkstras algorithm. The 

less way issues through the Dijkstra methods specifies a path    with the less 

weight joining through the defined vertices, starting the its ending location  

and destination, through the loaded graph (digraph) with an SDN network 

[14]. By the targeting through making Dijkstra algorithm through searching 

the  th links (  ) with network graph by less 330 loads. Dijkstra are Greedy 

depending algorithm, then through resources with various starting through 

the nearer way issues, where it needs global messages with the network [25]. 

By specifying the less way    through the network, by estimating the less  



 

 

 

 

 

 

value capability through the less path with Bat algorithm. The cost gets 

issued through the packet( )area (  ), since the issues with various 

strategies, such as: latency ( ), bandwidth ( ), accessing time (  ), then the 

calculation time. Through estimating the capable bandwidth through  

providing way , then it captures the capacity (  ) are named with each every 

link with the way, same capable capacity(  )are thus estimated as below: 

          (1) 

 

Thus   is the present bandwidth top up. Thus the poll calculating 

through the SDN switches and calculates present load    with the time  as 

below: 

 

  ( )  
  ( )    (   )

 
 

                    (2) 

Thus the  ( )estimated amount,  have the polling system. Parallel with 

the formula (1) and (2), there indicates the bandwidth with the given path 

 each  have to be: 

      (  ) (3) 

Calculating the (PD) with the time with the single bit hence the 

calculated through the starting through targeted through the calculated speed 

through the joint, Equation (4) estimated the whole calculated time:  

   
  

  
 
   

  
 
  
   

      

(4) 

Thus 
 

  
has the transmission calculation and are known frame 

serialization time, 
 

  
has the joining media lagging, 

  

   
thenaligning the 

lagging, then     is thus node accessing lagging. Then LR has join the data 

rate (bits/second),   has packet size (bits),    is accessing lagging, 

then   has aligningin a line depth (bits). By estimating final lagging (  ) 

has the discussed network, thus in the use through search packet accessing 

time (   ), where it’s time collapsed through the targeting packet through the 

queue, then time of packet by accessed.  

             
  

  

 
   

  
    

(5) 

Thus the    are the discussed time,      hasstarting distance through its 

lesser path  , then the     is ending distance with the exact path  . 

Similarly through the every method of the previous Equations, thus the 

overall cost with the distance path  through the discussed network has been 

estimated as:  

          
(     )

 
    

(6) 
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The finite resultant through traffic engineering with the SDN where 

multi-Rat through the various paths between nodes, a be estimated as: 

   
(   )

 
 

(7) 

Thus    are the traffic densities,   is total amount of calls reaching at 

the time T, then are the approximate capturing times.  

Bat Algorithm: Finite issues has to the general and noticed through more 

variation systems, through the discussed method, Bat method are in use with 

elaborating by getting rectified many perspective finite resultant issues. The 

discussed through perspective finite issue. The discussed many aim bat  

method are the primary calculation through that of the subset of the test 

system, thereby the induced by rectified many issues in the Dijikstra method, 

has in use for picking , through the Dijikstra method, then it gets utilized 

through choosing approximate distance through the less costing point 

through SDN system. By this have been viewed through capable output 

through the discussed method by Micro – bats area through the bat, where it 

get supported through Micro – bats type of bat, and get supported through the 

echo location. By the method of count through count the access by the 

MOBA are provided through below: 

Step 1:By taking the data SDN method through explain starting and 

reaching through the path ideas. 

Step 2: Involvement Dijikstra through minimising the restricted areas 

then not needed path location through the starting to reaching. 

Step 3:Starting the strategies through the bat algorithm by -bats 

accessing variable random areas  through -dimensional finding space. With 

the various strategies has been utilised by ignoring and then forwarding bats 

are velocity  , less frequency    , higher frequency     , at stable pulse rate 

 , then the loudness  .  

Step 4:Calculating location and the area through the less stable system 

value. The stable system value could gets calculated through (4). 

Step 5:Thereby, calculating frequency   then by update position and then 

the velocity position as below equations 

         (         ) 

  
    

    (  
    )   

  
    

      
  

Thus,  have similarly where the random transferring systems based on 
[   ],   through the entire population where it has the apt resultant with the 

global environment. Through the function resources,     has been choosing 

through the 100 and     has pickedthrough as0.  

Step 6: Through these content pulse rate r the calculated counts gets in 

maximum value, then these bats captures through not certain walk methods 

that are gets calculated with the (6).  

            
  (8) 



 

 

 

 

Thus,   has an approximatehigh noises value through every bat with 

various time t then the value of different number ∈based on [-1, 1] 

Step 7:By the defined the issues are the overall cost through the distance 

path  with the discussed network through the estimated by searching the 

upcoming point through the taking of bat members. Thereby, capturing the  

defects, bats in repeated process through the targeted by estimating through 

the whole costing. 

Step 8:Searching bat algorithm depends global finite resultant through 

every nodes with the path by getting through the starting source to its 

targeted by step 4 to step 8.  

Step 9:Getting the ending less finite path through its starting to targeted. 

Aggregation control bundle: Through the SDN network, calculated 

Control Bundle (ACB) have been get into the OpenFlow handler. With ACB  

tasks bandwidth calculated handle through the network through its OFSs then 

Ethernet Adapter. Where there are the flow between Wi-Fi and LTE has to  

gets mixed where the node where the network, by these node are named the 

calculated through point. With the traditional way, thus the calculated point 

through the network at a stable node [13]; Where the SDN system, thus 

calculated point that could get allocated with various OFS with the network. 

Thus calculated area through OFS where it tasking the calculated system 

through entering packets through LTE then the Wi-Fi. Thus packets transfer 

through the network, with OFS are statement through sharing these with 

either LTE else Wi-Fi. The benefits of SDN are that all OFS could the serve 

has the calculated point with fixed OFS benefits, where it gets variations 

from single stable aggregation point that are the traditional network. 

The Flow Control Function (FCF) has to get stable through the routing 

restrictions of OFSs with the OFC along Dijikstra then the Bat, where it uses 

the UE sharing the captured UMF gets handled these input routing ways. At 

primary data packet reaching with OFS make inducement at a table-miss 

(i.e., a packet have not yet compared with various flow entry with flow table) 

with OFS, then data are encapsulated information shares to OFC. Thus FCF 

makes keen calculation message getting through OFC, estimates routing way  

Through Dijikstra and BAT, thus by creating the similar flow data through 

OFSs. Specify the flow specifying that are bi-directional, where specifying 

the restrictions through dual uplink and below link makes streaming have 

taken to get handled. Then FCF upgrade the flow remarks the OFSs, where 

the packet has to get transfer with their targeting positions. By making the 

contact with UE network status (e.g., delay time between UE and 

corresponding node. When UE finds the traffic with the single radio network 

interface and enters to get make forward the flow with the various interface, 

by transferring a flow makes mode changing the demand by the ACB makes 

start the flow changing the mode steps. Where the UE takes with different 

Wi-Fi AP, by sharing an enhancement message with the ACB through again 

estimating routing way through Dijikstra with BAT then selecting again and 

thus reselect the point. Elaborating with the systematic gets elaborated at its 

next two choosing. 
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3.3 SDN-Based Multi-RAT Bandwidth Aggregation Procedures 
 

At these area explains the SDN dependant MRBA structure, with in the 

makeable system and then the flow- dependant bandwidth calculation  

system. With MRBA, gets handled through sharing the information from 

ACB with LTE network since LTE’s take entire network through its good 

Wi-Fi. As well as LTE gets individually gets handled mobility management 

with good Wi-Fi have not. Thus the MRBA make in similar information’s 

that can be safely gets delivered with LTE. Thus the UE makes utilized the 

well organised control IP then the control port with its targeted IP then the 

port makes the messages to deliver the messages in control manner. These 

Port number as well as IP address gets identified through OFSs, thus the 

information is moved toward with ACB. 

Registration procedure: the information is marked in the UE to get 

forwarded with ACB also through the help of LTE network. The IP LTE as 

well as Enb is interlinked through UE. Within the similar time the Wi-Fi gets 

functioned, with Wi-Fi AP with IP, Wi-Fi there is a contact with UE. 

Thus the UE transfers the detailed demand with OFSI along with LTE eNB. 

Thus the targeted IP then the port through the demand packet gets upgraded 

through handler as well as through control ports, thus the demand packets 

gets transferred through OFSI to OFC.  IPs of the UE has been in contact 

with this packet, (IPWi-Fi and IP LTE) gets in contacted Wi-Fi AP’s BSSID. 

Thus filing these demand packets gets connected with current flow permit in 

OFSI. Below are the restrictions for present floe permit: At the starting IP 

then its targeted port where the packets get handled transfers the packets with 

OFC through PACKET_IN information. 

Thus the filed permits get transferred with the ACB with OFC. Through 

UMF the ACB gets captured through IP messages, choose the calculated 

point (e.g. OFSI) then makes alignment with IP(i.e. IP_UE) through the 

interface in virtual network through UE. Thus the ACB transfers the filed 

messages with PACKET_OUT information through OFSI. Where these 

information has been added IP_UE then the filed output (e.g. success).OFSI 

gets the PACKET_OUT information is captured again through the UE. 

Instead of the filing the reacting packets, thus UE makes in up gradation  

IP_UE through the interface virtual network. The steps for these filings get 

completed. Then the filed steps, the ACB get back the needed UE 

information interface, where it added up IP Wi-Fi and IP_LTE, are get in 

contacted Wi-Fi Aps general service set Identifier (BSSID).In OFSI gets the 

primary packet of the data, thus the PACKET_IN information has been 

shared through ACB then the ACB by finding the starting IP gets variations 

which the UE are the holder of the packets, thus the similar routing 

restrictions getting through Dijikatra through the BAT and the OFC to OFS1 

transferring packet. 



 

 

 

 

Flow-based bandwidth aggregation procedure: With the diagram. 2 

display the information flow by flow-depending bandwidth calculation. This 

system gets induced through its primary packets through Wi-Fi and LTE 

getting through OFS. Within certain area, thus the OFS have not getting how 

the packet gets forwards. The flow- depending bandwidth calculation method  

gets induced, then these systems are finished, thus these methods UE gets 

emitted the various data applications with both Wi-Fi and LTE at the exact 

time. By considering the starting ports through enabling flow of data through 

Wi-Fi and LTE has the port_1 then port_2, accordingly. Thus depending on 

the flow bandwidth calculation method gets elaborated as flows. 

 

Step 1. The UE started network handling through the LTE.  

Step 2.Thus the packets of data have shared to OFS1 with MRBA path 

way with the LTE eNB.  

Step 3. The starting reaching data packet make induced a table-miss 

function through OFS1. OFS1 thus by transfers the packet along with the 

PACKET_IN information through the ACB OFC. 

Step 4.Thus ACB finds the packet through make distinguish the starting 

IP then the UE messages gets captured through the UMF, then the FCF 

estimates routing way by creates generates the flow permits.  

Step 5. The ACB makes in addition through the flow permit through 

OFS1 through transferring FLOW_MOD to OFS1. Thus flow permit have 

shared as below: At the starting IP and reaching port through the packet that 

have IP_LTE then the port_1, varies the starting IP through the packet at 

IP_UE then shares it to the upcoming OFS (e.g., OFS2). With the targeted IP 

then the reaching port through the packet has IP_UE and port_1accordingly, 

changing the targeted IP through the packet with IP_LTE then shares with 

the LTE eNB.  

Step 6.Thus ACB additional flow permitted through OFS2 by sending 

FLOW_MOD through OFS2. Thus the permit flow have been indicated 

through below: With the packet gets through OFS1, transfers to the 

application server with the Internet. Where targeted IP through packet 

IP_UE, through the OFS1.  

Step 7.In OFSI thus the data packets get in contacted through flow entry, 

which have transfer the application server with the OFS2. Then completing 

the count previous, bi-directional flow permit (i.e., uplink then the below link 

flows) have additional with the OFS1 and OFS2, then the subsequent data  

packets has been transmitted through the UE and application server with the 

Internet along the LTE network.  
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Figure.2. The flow-based bandwidth aggregation procedure of Multi-RAT 

 

 

4  Experimental Results and Discussion 
 

With this area, makes enhancement presented through SDN depending multi-

RAT system through the band size calculation with variation by current day 

WAN system. By these might have created an ns-3 depending calculation 

pathway through endanger through the discussed method, through calculating 

the method structure. These way changes the systematic of Wi-Fi and LTE 

depending areas with ns-3 then it changes with complete node in data plane. 

This area consist of multi-RAT handling method where the calculation 

through the bandwidth tasking through RATs then could make enhanced the 

data way similarly with the policy of user explained. The structural gives a 

view of global of the network systems. It is not liked through the previous 

multi-RAT building the network where it gives network messages through 

inside the provided RAT. The global point given through SDN depending 

multi-RAT structure establish by inducing method where it function by 

functioning through global network point.  Through explaining the tasking 

and the enhancement gives through structural visa-vis traditional system 

structure through two sequences. By the primary step, they taken a method  



 

 

 

 

 

through an LTE BS and then Wi-Fi control point (AP) through lapping gets 

each other area covers. Thus calculating latency and output through better 

capability data traffic then the previous traditional network picks the system. 

Thus calculating the similar metrics through structural with easy heuristic 

where these benefit the global point in the network. The  

inducement strategy through the LTE and Wi-Fi describes with table1, thus 

getting from [14].  

 
Table 1: Multi-RAT network model for LTE and Wi-Fi 

Parameter Value 

Data rate for a single LTE user 5 Mbps 

Mean service time for user 60 s 

Path loss 128.1 + 37.6 log(R), R in kms 

Wi-Fi bit rate 54 Mbps 

Tx power for LTE (d)BS 46 dBm 

Tx power for AP and Wi-FidBS 23 dBm 

Tx power for UE 23 dBm 

 

 

3.4 Throughput Analysis 

 

 
Figure.3.Throughput Comparison results 

 

With the Fig. 3, solid curves display the output through the previous 

network (SDN-depending MultiRAT) then the discussed SDN-MultiRAT 

through MRBA. The image displays the output tasking output at mostly 

similar through both MRBA and traditional one. The SDN-MultiRAT 

traditional methods have less in tasking through the value of 37.5where the  
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rates of time are 90s. By these output denotes the discussed MRBA systems 

and good forwarding have the value of 46through the maximum time value 

90s. The explanations are that with the previous SDN-Multi-RAT network, a 

takes RAT might not access load messages with another RATs. With the 

SDN-multi-RAT-MRBA structure, currently huge messages of entire 

constituent RATs with the handler gets enhanced making idea through the 

MRBA pathway, taking with enhancement with the amount of method 

output.  

 

3.5 Overhead Results 
 

 
Figure.4.Overhead Comparison results 

 

With Fig.4 describes the overheadoutput through the traditional network 

(SDN-based MultiRAT) then by discussing SDN-MultiRAT through the 

MRBA by similar data user targeting rate. Where targeting rate gets higher 

depending on the data size, user targeting rate gets higher, with the linear 

high through the overheadrate.By keen analysis the overhead gets maximum 

through the discussed MRBA framework through rate of 18 with the X-axis 

rate time 90s. By these are caused and mainly because of fact where the 

contention with Wi-Fi gets higher through higher reaching rate, makes 

lagging with the packet forwarding. The traditional system have overhead 

value 13.65 similarly X-axis value time 90s. Where the previous SDN-

MultiRAT buildings has a search of Wi-Fi load, data users can get managed 

through the Wi-Fi till the threshold output through the good improvement.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

By these method cannot to make foundation through the traditional 

networks because of not presenting with the global view in network. 

 

 

 

3.6 Packet Delivery Ratio Results 
 

 
Figure.5.Response Time Comparison results 

 

With the Fig. 5, packet transferring ratio through the service getting 

through the traditional SDN-MultiRAT gets higher through the random of 

LTE service demand. By the data service demand gets not balanced, the 

reacting time through the service demand gets damaged importantly. With 

SDN-MultiRAT-MRBA, data service demand could get transferred into the 

LTE Enb then Wi-Fi AP based on the network to pup. Thereby, discussed 

SDN-MultiRAT-MRBA could get use through the network ability in 

appropriate manner then the PDR with the MRBA pathway surroundings 

have no infected through  various reaching rates where it has the calculated 

value like  0.52 through similar calculation value with the time 90swith the 

X-axis. The inducement output displays where the growth in the time, 

enhancement gets discussed through the explained SDN-MultiRAT-MRBA 

system. 
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3.7 Delay Analysis 
 

 
Figure.3.Delay Comparison results 

 

 

In figure 3 graphical representations indicates, solid curves displays 

lagging through the previous network (SDN-depending MultiRAT) then the 

discussed SDN-MultiRAT through the MRBA. From these diagram indicates 

the lagging improvement output almost similar through both MRBA and 

traditional. The traditional SDN-MultiRAT gets limited the improvement 

through the value of 445where the time is 90s. By this output indicates the 

resultant of the discussed MRBA system that needed for good lagging rate, 

by capturing the value 350throughtime 90s. The situation has SDN-multi-

RAT-MRBA structure, currently through load input data with every 

constituent RATs through the handler gets enhanced association take an idea 

through MRBA pathway, limit the all over time lagging. 

 

5  Conclusion and Future work 
 
By these work discussed the many-RAT bandwidth aggregation (MRBA) 

system with the SDN system through swarm depending routing through 

traffic organised. By these discussed structure has been at the point to search 

the certain distance through the targets between the transfer node also the 

getting node, the Dijkstras system has been used by searching the fine way 

(nearer one) in between the data through member way. With the hand, bat 

system has searched with one another the usage of amount through transfer 

packets by it finite traffic density, by less lagging with the network. By the 

discussed system, UE has to be injected through the many-RAT software  



 

 

 

 

 

  

client, then the system with UE not to get changed. With additional through 

calculated systems, the discussed system helps the UE’s deals and then the 

mobility through top up stabilising defects. The fine method for MRBA 

pathway displays the systems might have limited the accessing time where 

the many-RAT network traffic are not stabled through the maximum output. 

The system gets through giving an elaboration through packet- dependent 

bandwidth method (PBA). By the packet- dependent bandwidth calculation, 

that can utilise the Wi-Fi and then the LTE by executing single flow parallel. 

Since there is lagging with the emission of every various network, might 

getting danger out-of-order packet with dual SDN network and then in the 

UE area. With our upcoming work the packet- again-ordering problem gets 

solved again.  
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